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The Case Study Project

1 See http://nctresidencies.org/research/clinically-oriented-teacher-preparation/. 2  Formerly the HU-105 Residency.

Despite a growing body of evidence that a practice-based approach is the best way to prepare teachers, 

few studies to date provide tangible insight into how to move toward a clinical model.  With the release 

of Clinically Oriented Teacher Preparation (COTP) in 2015, the National Center for Teacher Residencies (NCTR, 

formerly UTRU) set out to illustrate what preparation programs actually do as they transition to a clinically  

oriented approach; what the move toward practice-based preparation looks like; and what can be learned 

from programs across the nation that are transitioning to clinically oriented teacher preparation.

Key Shifts

COTP identified three key shifts that programs often experience 

as they implement clinically-focused teacher preparation: 

• RETHINKING the nature of the clinical experience by position-

ing teacher candidates as co-teachers; emphasizing candi-

date performance and accountability through a focus on key 

competency-based assessments and the use of district or 

state-aligned evaluation tools; increasing mentor selectivity;  

focusing on mentor development; and devising new, clinically 

based roles to accommodate programmatic changes;

• REIMAGINING coursework, pedagogies, and pathways to 

program entry including tightening theory-to-practice in-

tegration; using simulations and rehearsals; and designing 

unique routes to program entry that attract individuals into 

the profession who otherwise might not consider teaching as 

a career possibility; and

• FORGING authentic partnerships and collaboration between 

and across schools, school districts, and institutes of higher 

education, underscoring the importance of collaboration and 

shared mission, vision, and goals.

The COTP Case Study Project (CSP) takes an in-depth look at the  

opportunities and challenges programs face as they instanti-

ate each key shift. Through three case studies, NCTR digs more 

deeply into the lessons learned from and the struggles inherent 

in transitioning to a clinical model.  Each case study examines a 

program’s journey through shift implementation, and can assist 

programs and institutions undertaking the important task of de-

signing high-quality, clinically based teacher preparation aligned 

to the core components of the teacher residency model.1   

 The case study sites were selected due to the considerable 

emphasis each placed on one of the three shifts identified in 

the original COTP report. Data was collected for each case study 

through site visits and observations of key residency activities, 

in-person and telephone interviews, and document review. 

 

Rethinking the Nature of the Clinical Experience 
THE FIRST CASE STUDY, Designing Sustainable Clinical Programs: 

A Study of the Heritage University (HU) Residency Program, exam-

ines one program’s attempt to rethink the nature of the clinical 

experience.  In seeking to understand HU Teacher Residency’s2 

redesign efforts through a focus on competency-based assess-

ments, new mentor-novice structures in the field, and innovative 

clinical support roles, investigations revealed a compelling story 

of a struggle for sustainability.

Reimagining Coursework, Pedagogies, and  
Pathways to Program Entry
THE SECOND CASE STUDY, Building STEM Teaching Capacity  

in Novice Teachers: A Case Study of the MASTER Teacher Residency, 

investigates how the New Visions for Public Schools-Hunter  
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College Math and Science Teacher Residency (MASTER)  

reimagined coursework, pedagogies, and pathways to prepare 

high-quality beginning teachers of math and science for public 

schools in New York City. 

Forging Authentic Partnerships
THE FINAL CASE STUDY illuminates the ever-elusive challenge of 

establishing deep and long-lasting partnerships between higher 

education institutions and school systems to meet the needs of 

the students and communities served. Developing an Authentic 

Partnership to Transform a District’s Human Capital Pipeline: The  

Fresno Teacher Residency explores how Fresno Unified School  

District and California State University, Fresno partnered to  

design and implement their innovative residency program —  

a program serving students in the fourth largest district in  

California while simultaneously improving both the district  

and the university’s approach to preparing new STEM teachers. 

 All three programs featured in the COTP Case Study Project  

implement the residency model differently; however, each offers 

important insights into the design considerations and challenges 

that must inform the work of shifting to a clinical approach to 

teacher preparation.
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 A Case Study of the Heritage University Residency Program 

Designing Sustainable Clinical Programs

In 2010, Heritage University, located in rural Toppenish, Washington, set out to transform its 

teacher education program. Historically, Heritage’s elementary education majors completed 

a series of classes and one semester of student teaching. Little coordination existed between 

coursework and fieldwork, and, overall, student teaching represented a very brief opportunity  

to spend time in classrooms. Heritage felt that its program, in many aspects, reflected the critique levied 

against many teacher education programs — a university experience with relatively brief clinical training that 

was disconnected from the realities of teaching. 

Consequently, the university decided to design a program focused 

on preparing teachers to teach students in the surrounding cen-

tral Washington area — a region marked by high poverty with a 

large percentage of English language learners. Heritage teacher 

education staff knew that clinical preparation, along with inten-

tionally designed time in the field, would be a key aspect of their 

program redesign efforts. With the help of a five-year innovation 

grant from the U.S. Department of Education, HU105, now known 

as the HU Teacher Residency, was born. Heritage partnered with 

the Educational Service District 105 (ESD105), a regional educa-

tion center serving central Washington state, and together they 

designed an innovative teacher residency program.

 The HU Teacher Residency is a one and a half to two-year clin-

ically focused program.3  Residents receive elementary teaching 

certification while also receiving an endorsement in teaching 

English Language Learners. While residents are in the program, 

they spend four days a week in classrooms and attend classes 

one day each week. Residents work in schools throughout the 

Yakima Valley, an area of central Washington plagued by endem-

ic poverty. By preparing classroom-ready teachers to meet the 

challenges of the Yakima context on day one, the program has 

gained enormous respect in the community and has become the 

teacher-training pipeline of choice for school leaders over the 

past five years.   

To launch and fund operations of the residency for the first five 

years, Heritage University and ESD105 were awarded a $9 million 

federal Teacher Quality Partnership (TQP) grant. From the outset, 

the residency program was about innovation, and the residency 

staff had wide latitude in program design. When the TQP grant 

ended in August 2015, the residency program transitioned from 

a grant-funded to a university-funded residency program — a 

transition that presented many challenges. As such, this case 

study has two important and seemingly competing foci: un-

packing the innovative clinical teacher residency program that 

Heritage designed and implemented beginning in 2010, and 

understanding the sustainability challenges the residency now 

faces. By closely examining key innovations along with the 

challenges that need to be negotiated for program sustainability 

over time, the study can assist others interested in undertaking 

similar efforts. 

PART I

Celebrating Heritage’s Innovative  
Clinical Program

When HU Teacher Residency and ESD105 staff received the TQP 

grant, they had the opportunity to reimagine every part of the 

teacher training experience. While the residency has evolved 

3 For graduate students, the program is a 3-semester, 1.5-year program; undergrad-
uates complete an additional semester before receiving certification. 
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over the five years that it has been in place, three non-negotiable 

design elements — listed here and discussed in depth below — 

comprise the core of Heritage’s approach to teacher training: 

• TEACHING AND LEARNING TEAMS:  Heritage residents are 

part of a team of up to three residents who work in a class-

room with support from one core teacher.4  

• SITE ADVOCATES: Site advocates work in the field to support 

core teachers, residents, and school leaders to ensure align-

ment between coursework and the clinical experience. Each 

school has one or more site advocates, who visit their assigned 

sites multiple times each week for formal and informal meet-

ings to ensure program success. Site advocates also teach 

residency courses in order to connect fieldwork to coursework.

• FOCUS ON COMPETENCIES: Heritage coursework is focused 

on competencies. Residents are held accountable to compe-

tencies as part of the requirements for program completion.

Teaching and Learning Teams

The concept of Teaching and Learning Teams (TLT) was born out 

of a desire to provide a strong and multi-faceted support system 

as residents become well-prepared beginning teachers. Whereas 

most preparation programs pair student teachers with one men-

tor teacher, each TLT is composed of three residents and one core 

teacher who work collaboratively in the same elementary class-

room. Residents are part of a TLT for each of the three semesters 

they are in the program; this means that TLTs consists of resi-

dents who are at various stages of development in their teacher 

training, spanning from the first to the third (and final) semester. 

The composition of a TLT changes each semester, as third-se-

mester residents graduate and new residents rotate in. While the 

obvious benefit of a TLT is that multiple adults are present to sup-

port student learning — thus allowing for significant differenti-

ation and small group instruction — Heritage is committed to the 

TLT model for additional reasons as well. These become evident as 

we explore the experience of Hannah, a residency program gradu-

ate who now teaches kindergarten in the Yakima Valley.5  

 The TLT structure allows novice teachers to explore multiple 

instructional arrangements. Being in the TLT, Hannah explained, 

allowed her to teach in many different ways. In a single semester 

she tutored a student one-on-one, conducted small group in-

struction, focused on teaching only math for an entire two-week 

span, and co-taught numerous lessons. “I was also able to watch 

the core teacher model a lesson and then teach the same lesson to 

BGĀCSCOU�TUVBCOUT�GO�?�M?UCS�AM?TT�QCSGPB�� Hannah adds. The flexi-

bility offered by having multiple adults present enabled Hannah 

to cover a lot of terrain in one semester, thus providing deep and 

broad learning opportunities. 

 TLTs explore data together. In her current kindergarten 

classroom, Hannah confidently uses data to guide her day-to-

day planning. She credits her experience using formative and 

summative assessment data in TLT meetings to analyze student 

learning and drive instructional planning. Exploring data in a 

TLT means that multiple individuals explore the same data daily, 

and that TLT members have the opportunity to challenge each 

other, work through potential biases and entertain different 

hypotheses about each student’s progress. This forces residents 

and core teachers to challenge their own assumptions and look at 

the data through multiple lenses. Hannah feels that this collabo-

rative approach made her a savvy data user, even as she now has 

to make sense of her class data on her own. 

 TLT planning sessions allow residents to learn use data 

proactively — using it to drive day-to-day instructional deci-

sion-making as well as long-term planning. For example, a TLT 

might collectively look at student responses to an exit ticket 

prompt. While the lesson might have been taught by a resident 

or co-taught by multiple TLT members, the entire team reviews 

the student responses. Collectively, the TLT determines which 

students understand the core lesson concepts and are ready to 

move forward, and which students need additional one-on-one 

instruction. Decisions about differentiated instruction, then, are 

grounded explicitly in student data. 

 TLT members learn to be part of a professional learning  

community focused on student learning. Hannah loves that  

she learned how to participate in a team of professionals work-

ing together to maximize student learning through her residency 

work and especially as part of a TLT. This prepared her to be a 

leader in her professional learning community in her current job. 

Each week TLTs meet together, sometimes with a site advocate, 

to plan for the following week. In these planning sessions,  

TLTs operate as their own professional learning community — 

4 A core teacher is a mentor teacher responsible for working with up to three  
Heritage residents.

5  Hannah is a pseudonym; some details have been changed to protect her identity.
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working and learning together to take charge of change and find 

the best ways to enhance their students’ learning experiences.6   

As a group, TLTs work to articulate learning goals, identify 

potential challenges and gaps, and distribute the teaching load. 

Both core teachers and site advocates, when interviewed, note 

how important this planning process is for improving the nature 

of the day-to-day instruction that students receive. The TLTs 

transform day-to-day instruction as multiple adults work care-

fully and collaboratively to ensure that all students are learning. 

 One criticism of the TLT structure is that residents do not 

learn to teach alone. But Hannah says she felt extremely pre-

pared to be in her own classroom. She notes, “Had I not had the  

CXQCSGCOAC�WGUF�UFC�QSPES?N��'�WPVMBO}U�F?ùC�@CCO�QSCQ?SCB�DPS�

@CGOE�?�āSTU�YC?S�UC?AFCS��'�A?O�FPOCTUMY�T?Y�'�F?ùC�OCùCS�DCMU�MGLC�'�

W?T�BSPWOGOE�{�TWGNNGOE�?OB�TWGNNGOE�F?SB��DPS�TVSC�� VU�UFC�

SCTGBCOAY�QSPES?N�NGSSPSCB�UFC�SC?MGUGCT�PD�UFC�UC?AFGOE�MGDC�� Core 

teachers also note that each resident has multiple opportunities 

throughout a semester to serve as lead teacher for the day. Thus, 

TLT members believe that the benefits of learning to teach in 

collaboration with other residents and a core teacher outweigh 

any potential downsides to the arrangement. 

Site Advocates

When designing the HU Teacher Residency, leaders aimed to cre-

ate a role that could respond to the oft-cited criticism that a huge 

disconnect exists between the work of universities and the work 

of schools. The site advocate attends to the elimination of this 

disconnect. Site advocates visit school sites at least once week-

ly to work with core teachers, residents, and school leadership. 

The goal of the site advocate’s work is to act as a liaison between 

the schools and university to identify successes and challenges, 

troubleshoot problems, and clarify and establish action plans 

that help ensure that residents become excellent beginning 

teachers. Site advocates also teach the various courses that the 

students are enrolled in, ensuring that the coursework and the 

school work are well integrated. In short, the site advocate role 

serves as a vehicle to constantly monitor resident learning and 

the complex ecosystem in which this learning is taking place.  

 Site advocates provide numerous lines of guidance for each 

TLT and its individual members. They also support core teachers 

in their monumental task of guiding the preparation of three 

residents by meeting with them individually and in tandem with 

the TLTs. One site advocate explains, “Because of the length of the 

SCTGBCOAY��'�BPO}U�LOPW�FPW�YPV�APVMB�CXQCAU�EPPB�WPSL�WGUFPVU�UFC�

TGUC�?BùPA?UC��2FC�@POB�?NPOE�UFC�TGUC�?BùPA?UC�?OB�A?OBGB?UCT�?OB�

APSC�UC?AFCST�ESPWT�PùCS�UGNC��'�OPU�POMY�NCOUPS�UFC�A?OBGB?UCT�GOBG-

ùGBV?MMY��@VU�'�NCOUPS�UFC�APSC�UC?AFCST�?OB�QSP@MCNƥTPMùC�WGUF�UFCN��

2FCGS�QS?AUGAC�TF?SQCOT�?T�?�SCTVMU���A majority of site advocates are 

teacher leaders and/or well-respected educators who previously 

taught in schools served by the ESD 105.

Professional Competencies  
Assessment Instrument 

Since its inception, the HU Teacher Residency program has been 

guided by the idea that residents must be able to demonstrate 

proficiency in key competencies learned through practice in 

order to graduate. To facilitate this, program faculty created 

the Professional Competencies Assessment Instrument (PCAI), a tool 

that allows Heritage to document resident competence on areas 

deemed critical for student success in the Yakima context. The 

PCAI’s design was guided by commonly used teacher assessment 

frameworks including Danielson’s Framework for Teaching,  

the Marzano Teacher Evaluation Model, and CEL 5D+ Teacher 

Evaluation Rubric (a framework designed by the University of 

Washington Center for Educational Leadership). 

 Residents are held accountable to the PCAI through observa-

tions by site advocates as well as their own core teacher, and must 

meet specific competency standards at various intervals through-

out their residency year. Currently the PCAI has more than 100 

competencies, the volume of which has become a challenge for 

core teachers, residents, and site advocates; it will be revisited as 

program leaders work to redesign the curriculum moving forward. 

Part II 

Understanding Heritage’s  
Sustainability Challenges

While the HU Teacher Residency is rife with innovation, strategic 

planning for long-term sustainability did not begin at program 

inception. Although all involved stakeholders assumed that the 

6 Stoll, L., Bolam, R. McMahon, M., Wallace, M. and Thomas, S. (2006). Professional 
learning communities: A review of the literature. Journal of Educational Change, 
7:221-258.
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program would continue beyond the life of the TQP grant that 

propelled its launch and initial implementation, a clear strategy 

for how to do so did not exist. Consequently, as the grant came to 

a close in 2015, Heritage had to quickly identify how to continue 

pursuing the key goal of the project — transforming the teacher 

education pipeline in the Yakima Valley — after funding ceased. 

It became clear to members of the leadership team that if the 

program were to continue, it needed to be operated and funded 

directly by the university.7

 Having a grant-funded residency meant that the program  

was able to �ESPW�VQ� outside of the boundaries of the univer-

sity. For example, instead of traditional courses, residents were 

held accountable to specific competencies. Course content could 

emerge based on the identified needs of residents, and the tra-

ditional university metric of “seat hours” was not a constraint. 

Without traditional syllabi and course names, however, residents 

lacked a transcript that allowed them to transfer to another  

university or receive certification in another state. Transcripts 

for residents who wished to pursue a master’s degree after  

completing the program did not document the classes they  

took; rather, they listed a generic block of credit hours with  

ambiguous labeling (e.g. Professional Competencies).

 Additional challenges came to light as program operations 

and funding transferred to the university. While designing the 

original program outside the confines of the university allowed 

the residency to be innovative and nimble, it also meant that the 

residency operated with almost no interaction with the school 

of education. Site advocates spent intensive time in schools and 

classrooms while also serving as the only course instructors that 

residents experienced. While their time in the field allowed them 

to develop coursework responsive to classroom-based needs, 

the residency pathway became an increasingly siloed program, 

largely staffed with individuals who had no affiliation or interac-

tion with the university.  

 In the transition to a university-funded program, Heritage’s 

School of Education leadership has had to make several difficult 

decisions to address these and other sustainability challenges.  

Although many of the changes have yielded benefits for the pro-

gram and its residents and faculty, some have had negative con-

sequences. The transition has not been without tension, and some 

decisions, as discussed below, have been somewhat controversial.   

 Applicants apply to Heritage University for one of three certi-

fication pathways. To begin to break down the siloes that existed 

between the residency program and the school of education, 

Heritage leadership instituted a formalized entry process for all 

teacher preparation pathways offered by the university. Candi-

dates interested in the residency now apply directly to Heritage 

to pursue one of three certification paths — the HU Teacher 

Residency, HU Accelerate, or Theory to Practice route. Candidates 

need to make clear which path they wish to pursue, and must 

demonstrate university-determined criteria for entry into each.  

All credential routes are also now held to the same standards and 

coursework, a shift discussed in more depth below. 

 All Heritage faculty teach all Heritage students. Before the 

university funded the residency program, Heritage faculty did 

not teach residents. This disconnect, as aforementioned, creat-

ed problems on multiple levels. Now Heritage faculty teach all 

students in all of Heritage’s teacher education pathways, a shift 

that has increased coherence across the school of education. For 

example, school of education faculty recently collaborated to 

modify and standardize a lesson planning template to focus on 

areas that all university candidates had historically struggled 

with (e.g., the use of academic language); this single planning 

template now spans all pathways.

 Heritage faculty are connected to both the field and the 

university. Initially, Heritage faculty did not have an intention-

al ongoing connection to the K-12 world as part of their work 

as teacher educators. Original residency program faculty, by 

contrast, had a strong connection to the field but often no link to 

the university even though they taught residents’ courses. Now 

the majority of Heritage’s education faculty is connected to the 

field in the role of mentor or site advocate. This new structure 

enables instructors to see the applicability of their coursework 

to the work that residents and other teacher candidates do in 

classrooms. Program leaders note that this shift has influenced 

hiring decisions; ideal faculty candidates are content specialists 

who are also very comfortable being in the field working with 

K-12 students and school leaders. 

 Heritage residents now complete specific courses. For the 

first five years of the program, residents did not take specific 

7 Sustainability refers to the continuation of a project’s goals, principles, and efforts 
to achieve desired outcomes after grant funding is expended. Importantly, ensur-
ing sustainability doesn’t mean continuing the exact same program once fund-

ing ceases. See Riggs, K. (2012). Strategies for Sustainability of Grant Funded Pro-
grams. Families and Communities, Utah State University Cooperative Extension. 
http://extension.usu.edu/files/publications/publication/FC_Youth_2012-01pr.pdf.
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coursework; instead, they completed the requirements for the 

residency by demonstrating competency on each aspect of the 

PCAI. While this approach allowed for an intense focus on build-

ing resident competency through practice, it did not uniformly 

ensure that they learned the specific content required for licen-

sure by the state of Washington. Introducing specific coursework 

allowed for the standardization of competencies and perfor-

mance assessments across courses, and helped to ensure that 

residents have a more traditional transcript should they need to 

transfer to a different program.  

 As this transition has occurred, maintaining the PCAI as the 

centerpiece of the residency has been difficult. The sheer vol-

ume of PCAI standards is challenging, as previously noted, and 

residency administrators note that residents struggle to see the 

tangible value of the PCAI since it no longer counts toward course 

credit. To address this, the program plans to identify power 

standards from the PCAI, state competencies, and aligned per-

formance assessments, and embed these into specific courses.  

While standardizing competencies and performance assessments 

across courses diminishes instructor autonomy in course design, 

Heritage leadership notes that it is a necessary tradeoff to ensure 

rigor across courses. This shift also means that the PCAI will no 

longer operate only at the field site but will become a foundation-

al tool to inform the overall design of coursework, assignments 

and performance assessments. 

 Core teachers are paid less and receive less training. With 

grant funding, core teachers were paid a stipend, which served as 

recognition of their tremendous efforts and was also connected 

to professional expectations, such as attending regular training 

sessions. The end of the grant period necessitated a significant 

decrease in the stipend amount, and with that, a shift in the 

mandate that core teachers participate in professional training 

and development. As a result, fewer core teachers attend train-

ings, which are all now conducted in-house by HU faculty rather 

than by the broad range of experts from across Washington State 

that the original residency program utilized.

 The site advocate role has evolved. The site advocate role has 

evolved over the years. When the program began, it was entirely 

grant-funded, and site advocates had little to no formal link to 

the university. They were typically employed by ESD105. Many 

site advocates wanted to work with novice teachers, but did not 

want to leave the district. Now that the university funds the 

program, there are still a small number of individuals working 

full-time as site advocates, but Heritage faculty also take on site 

advocate responsibilities in addition to their teaching responsi-

bilities. While all course instructors may not have primary site 

advocate duties, all are assigned to at least one school where they 

work with TLTs.  This allows course instructors to work directly 

with residents, meet with TLTs, and collaborate to understand 

how their coursework is animated in classroom practice. 

PART III

Refining the Plan and Looking to the Future 

As residency programs have evolved over time, the importance  

of early, long-term sustainability planning has become increas-

ingly apparent — particularly for residency programs that launch 

with large federal or private grants which call for broad-scale 

change within finite funding structures. A key lesson from the 

Heritage University experience is that when school systems and 

higher education institutions join together to launch a residency, 

they must articulate shared program impact and sustainability 

goals from the start — as well as a vision for how each partner 

will reallocate resources to advance these goals over time. An 

initial focus on sustainability is more likely to ensure that the 

program integrates into the fabric of each partner organization 

and remains coherent for the long term. 

 This case study closes with a note of deep gratitude and 

respect for the Heritage University leadership, site advocates, 

and other faculty members who have worked to maintain the 

residency program’s innovative design elements in the face of 

seemingly insurmountable challenges. In a year of tough tran-

sition, various stakeholders have worked together in a relatively 

short period of time to ensure that the program’s goals are still 

achievable and that the program remains an exemplary prepara-

tion pathway for the Yakima Valley teacher pipeline. 
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 A Case Study of the MASTER Teacher Residency 

Building Novice STEM Teacher  
Capacity through Innovative  
Pedagogies and Coursework

H ow did that lesson feel?” asks Robyn , a math coach at Bronx Latin High School in New York City, after a recent lesson 

observation.  +  “It was my second time teaching it, though that first lesson this morning feels like it was a lifetime  

ago. I changed the warm-up to try to make it more accessible to students. I also wanted it to take less time,” says Christy, 

who had just taught the lesson to her 9th grade math class.   +   “It sounds like those changes helped,” Robyn observes.    

+   “I thought the warm-up started off more smoothly than normal after lunch, then I transitioned to the mini-lesson.  

I wish I was a little less disjointed in explaining the function,”  says Christy.

As Christy and Robyn continue exploring these and other  

instructional choices and questions on a crisp November  

morning in New York City, it is clear that Christy is expected  

to — and can — back up her responses with concrete evidence 

about her teaching as she meets with her coach.  Formative  

assessment data, specific anecdotes, and even verbatim student 

dialogue all ground the discussion between Christy and Robyn. 

The level of detail in the conversation is impressive and, impor-

tantly, Christy knows that the lesson has room for improvement. 

 After discussing the observed lesson, Robyn returns to 

Christy’s teaching log to remind herself of the actionable goals 

they’ve identified for improving Christy’s teaching. This week 

she’s been focusing on management and transitions, including 

how to distribute materials and get students to begin working 

when they enter the classroom after lunch. While this growth 

focus is seemingly small, the conversation between Christy and 

her coach makes it clear that it is all in the service of being an 

effective teacher of mathematics. 

 The above exchange could easily have occurred between an 

experienced teacher and her coach. Christy, however, is a 9th 

grade math resident in the New Visions for Public Schools-Hunter 

College Math and Science Teacher Residency (MASTER); she  

had started her pre-service journey just a few months earlier. 

MASTER is a residency program focused on preparing secondary 

math and science teachers to work in New York City public schools. 

It is built on the premise that the most powerful way to get new 

teachers to understand ambitious instruction in mathematics and 

science is to ground their learning experience in an ambitious 

instructional model. At every turn, MASTER’s novice teachers in 

training are challenged to understand and implement a type of 

math and science teaching that is rare in U.S. classrooms. 

 The MASTER program is a partnership among the New York-

based nonprofit New Visions for Public Schools (New Visions), 

City University of New York — Hunter College (Hunter), the New 

York Hall of Science (NYSCI), and the New York City Department 

of Education (NYCDOE).  Teacher candidates complete their 

yearlong residency teaching in a New York City public school 

classroom while also taking courses at Hunter. Residents then 

complete their coursework during their second year, which re-

sults in a master’s degree. The MASTER program is data-driven, 

intentionally designed, and constantly innovating in response 

to district, resident, and program needs. Over the past decade, 

MASTER has evolved into a strong pipeline for math and science 

teachers in NYC public schools. Gaining admission to MASTER 

is extremely competitive, with 250 to 500 applicants annually 

competing for 15 to 20 slots. 

 Since 2009, New Visions and Hunter have been working col-

laboratively to prepare new teachers to teach in New York City 

1 All names in this case study are pseudonyms.
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schools. Their partnership has always been responsive to student 

feedback, district needs, and the ever-changing landscape of 

standards and assessments — which is why they launched  

MASTER in 2014 as a sister residency program to the existing 

New Visions for Public School-Hunter College Urban Teacher 

Residency. MASTER is a direct response to an increasing need 

to develop math and science teachers who have the pedagogical 

content knowledge and skill to teach their subjects in a manner 

aligned to both the Common Core and Next Generation Science 

standards.2  The program’s model of resident learning is pre-

mised on the following three ideas: 

• Teaching math and science requires specialized knowledge, 

and teacher preparation should focus on this knowledge.

• Individuals learning to teach need to receive data-based  

feedback and guidance on enacting skillful clinical practice  

in coursework and in the field — from instructors, mentor 

teachers, content-focused coaches, and peers. 

• Learning to teach through MASTER should be consistent with 

the experience of teaching in New York City public schools. 

 These key ideas act as pillars that support every aspect of 

MASTER. The purpose of this case study is to shed light on how 

these pillars enact in practice to develop capacity for STEM 

teaching in New York City.  This report details four instructional 

and pedagogical innovations central to MASTER’s program  

design, including:

• Using student thinking as a basis for developing novice  

teachers’ stance toward teaching

• Integrating specialized and pedagogical content knowledge 

into all elements of the program, including mentoring, course-

work, and lesson planning 

• Practice-focused coursework 

• Coherence with the district’s teaching and learning priorities

 What is evident throughout this case study is that the MASTER 

program takes a multi-faceted approach to support residents 

in their journey toward becoming excellent math and science 

teachers. What is impressive is how these layers work together 

to form a coherent experience for residents, with multiple forms 

of accountability. The study closes by identifying challenges and 

lessons learned. 

Using Student Thinking to Develop Novice 
Teachers’ Stance Toward Teaching 

A key aspect of MASTER’s programming is the idea that student 

thinking is central to the work of teaching. Orienting novice 

teachers to the work of understanding student thinking begins by 

focusing coursework and other learning experiences on identify-

ing and interpreting student errors and misconceptions. To better 

understand why and how the MASTER team does this program-

matically, let’s return to Christy and learn more about her experi-

ences as she prepares to become a high school math teacher. 

 We meet Christy at Bronx Latin School, where she is a resi-

dent in a ninth-grade math class. Though it is just November, in 

talking with Christy it is clear that she is starting to feel com-

fortable teaching high school math. She attributes her comfort 

to her summer and fall course experiences, the repeated oppor-

tunities she has to enact a lesson that she has already seen her 

mentor teach, the support of her math coach, and the numerous 

curriculum supports provided through MASTER.

 During the first summer of the MASTER program, all residents 

work in a peer-enabled, restructured classroom (PERC: http:// 

percprogram.org), where high school students work as teaching 

assistant scholars. Christy’s charge during the summer was to 

work with a struggling student one-on-one. She explains that this 

helped her learn a lot about how students think about math, and 

provided her with an opportunity to focus on one student’s math-

ematical misconceptions and the ways in which she could work to 

support him in learning to do increasingly complex math.3

 Christy’s coursework throughout the summer and fall con-

tinued to provide her with repeated opportunities to think about 

student errors and misconceptions. One of the first courses resi-

dents take in the MASTER program does not occur in a classroom 

— instead, it happens in a museum. During their first summer, 

MASTER students take a course at NYSCI. The course in the  

museum begins with a task designed to model the type of learn-

ing experience residents would be expected to enact with their 

2 While the MASTER program is in its third year, it is informed by learning from 
the New Visions for Public School-Hunter College Urban Teacher Residency 
program, which was established in 2009.

3 See Kazemi, E., & Franke, M.L. (2004). Teacher learning in mathematics: Using  
student work to promote collective inquiry. Journal of Mathematics Teacher 
Education, 7, 203-235.
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students. In Christy’s experience, the science educator focused 

on the following problem: 'D�'�W?OUCB�UP�@VY�?�NGSSPS��?OB�'�W?T�SC?M-

MY�AFC?Q�?OB�CAPOPNGA?M�@VU�A?SCB�?@PVU�WF?U�'�MPPLCB�MGLC��WF?U}T�UFC�

smallest possible mirror I could buy that would allow me to see myself 

from head to toe? Residents started off thinking about it theoreti-

cally, then pulled out mirrors and even went into the museum to 

an exhibit that included a large plate-glass mirror. 

 The result of the experience is that residents  — many of whom 

were science majors — were put into a place of not knowing. They 

had to put aside their science pedigree and background to wrestle 

with ideas. As competing ideas — many of which were inconsis-

tent with one another — were put on the table, residents learned 

that there was nothing wrong with what they were thinking. This 

activity led to deep discussions about what it means to know, how 

to elicit student thinking, possible misconceptions (e.g., that mir-

rors are more like windows, so you would need a mirror the size of 

the thing you were trying to view) and how to use that knowledge 

in the design of learning experiences. (In case you are curious, it 

turns out that a mirror only half the size of what you are trying to 

see is needed, provided certain conditions of positioning are met.) 

 Following the mirror experience, residents work in design 

teams to plan a similar type of activity, which they then try out 

on the museum floor with students who are attending summer 

camp at the museum. Students are at summer camp voluntarily 

— for fun — and have a wide range of science knowledge. Resi-

dents are challenged to design an activity that is both engaging 

and accessible to all students. For this activity, teams enact a 

learning cycle that involves planning and teaching the activity, 

collecting video and other data about the their teaching enact-

ment,4  and meeting to review data sources in order to decide 

how the activity needs to be redesigned.5  

 In Christy’s experience, the science instructor tasked students 

to think with both a �UC?AFCS�F?U� and a �TUVBCOU�F?U�� Christy 

admitted that at first she thought this was a bit silly. But it was in 

that summer class that she learned that teaching is specialized 

and, while she had extensive classroom experience as a student, 

she had much to learn as a teacher. She learned to differentiate 

thinking like a teacher from thinking like a student and used 

error-analysis assignments to reflect on the value of student 

thinking as part of her teaching. Perhaps more importantly, 

Christy began to integrate her perspective on student thinking 

into the lessons she implemented.  

 The museum exercise pushes residents to think like a teach-

er and a student, and it also changes how residents think about 

instructional activities. Because a museum space is intended for 

visitors of all ages and skill, and because visitors are often there 

to have an enjoyable experience, residents begin to think differ-

ently about the sorts of experiences they could design to meet 

their learning goal. The science educator observed that in the 

enactments of practice occurring in her course at NYSCI, there is 

very little lecturing and a lot of focus on making sure the activity 

has an access point for all students. Numerous attempts to make 

the activity personally meaningful to the participant are also 

evident. In this way, the museum course also capitalizes on the 

unique expertise of museum education — creating accessible  

and engaging learning experiences. 

 This approach teaches residents about science content,  

lesson design, and enactment, and it also begins to develop  

their capacities as reflective practitioners. Residents watch  

videos of themselves enacting their lessons, review data from 

their enactments, and use this information to ground their 

discussion of what needs to change in the lesson. Tweaks to the 

activity design cannot be made unless there is a compelling, 

data-driven reason to make the change. 

 Finally, MASTER residents’ lesson planning routines also  

emphasize a focus on student thinking and misconceptions. 

One mentor teacher explains that residents use a common les-

son-planning template that has as its largest section the �AFCAL�

DPS�VOBCSTU?OBGOE� component.  Residents are also expected to 

write down what they perceive to be common misconceptions 

about the lesson topic. For example, if they are doing a quick 

check that uses multiple-choice questions, residents are ex-

pected to write down misconceptions for each answer choice. 

Residents also engage in error analysis routinely when exam-

ining their warm-up or exit tickets as part of their planning for 

future lessons. Mentors believe that this helps residents make 

data-driven decisions about misconceptions and how they should 

be addressed in their teaching practice. 

4 Teaching enactment refers to the doing of teaching — any teaching episode 
wherein the teaching candidate is teaching students, even if that isn’t with a full 
classroom of students or isn’t in in a traditional classroom. 

5 This is aligned with the learning cycles described here:  
http://tedd.org/?tedd_subject=the-learning-cycle-tutorials.
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Integrating Specialized and Pedagogical 
Content Knowledge Into All Program Elements 

A foundational belief of the MASTER program is that no one 

is born knowing how to teach math or science to high school 

students. Hence, the program focuses on teaching residents the 

specialized knowledge and specific pedagogies required to be 

excellent teachers of math and science. 

 As Christy teaches integrated algebra, she constantly builds 

off of the ambitious teaching models she observes her mentor 

teacher using each day. There’s a cadence to Christy’s learn-

ing that follows a predictable cycle — observe and then apply.  

Christy’s mentor teacher, Sandra, is a graduate of the New 

Visions-Hunter Urban Teacher Residency program and teaches 

math in a manner that is well-aligned with MASTER’S vision  

for ambitious teaching. Each day Christy teaches the 9b class, 

which comes after 9a, except one day each week. Everything  

that Sandra teaches in 9a provides Christy with a model to work 

from as she enacts the same lesson for 9b. Each Wednesday 

Christy gets to teach first, which offers her the opportunity to 

think through the lesson differently. The modeling that this 

structure provides has helped Christy feel confident in teaching 

math very early on in her residency experience. 

 Let’s return to the ninth-grade algebra lesson we observed 

Christy teach, focused on functions. A warm-up activity goes 

well. A majority of students are successful in identifying the 

correct values to complete a data table where the rate of change 

is doubling. The heart of the lesson — learning F(n) — goes all 

right. But some students are confused about why this mathemat-

ical idea is important, and the purpose of the lesson isn’t entirely 

clear. After the warm-up, the lesson proceeds, with Christy  

offering a brief explanation of the mathematical concept. Stu-

dents then work in small groups while Christy and her mentor 

teacher circulate to talk with students and collect formative 

assessment data on student performance. Toward the end of the 

period, Sandra takes over the class and Christy meets with her 

math coach for what they call a �T?ASCB�NCCUGOE����

 As Christy and her coach, Robyn, discuss the lesson, it is clear 

that pedagogical and content knowledge play a large role in the 

discussion.  Christy and Robyn use the formative assessment 

data collected during the lesson to determine that only half the 

class demonstrated an understanding of the concept. Together 

they spend time digging into this problem — offering hypoth-

eses about what, specifically, students were struggling with. 

Possibilities include confusion over the use of subscript notation, 

the difference between linear and exponential equations, and 

students’ lack of fluency with equations in general. Robyn, in her 

role as coach, does some explicit teaching about why functions 

matter as part of the ninth-grade curriculum.  

 The nature of the conversation between Christy and Robyn is 

keenly focused on student learning and the specialized work of 

teaching mathematics. Over the course of the conversation they 

explore how to explain mathematical concepts, student respons-

es to Christy’s questions and how she could have pushed students 

to think differently through follow up questions, and students’ 

mathematical interactions with each other.  Even the discussion 

of the transitions in Christy’s teaching is about math — how 

one moves from one mathematical concept to another and how 

a transition can be used as an opportunity to link concepts. The 

level of detail in the conversation is reflective of the idea that 

pedagogical moves — even small ones such as passing out  

materials — should be learned, and can be linked to content. 

 Across Christy’s experience, it is clear that there are two in-

tentional structures that work to support her and other MASTER 

residents to learn the specialized knowledge and pedagogical skill 

required to be excellent STEM teachers: mission-aligned mentor 

teachers and content-focused coaches. Each of these structures is 

discussed in detail below. 

MASTER’s Mentor Teachers 
Almost all pre-service teacher development involves a mentor 

or cooperating teacher in some way, for varying lengths of time 

and for different purposes. While MASTER is no different, the 

program team takes a stance on the type of instruction they 

consider high-quality, and mentor teachers go through a rigorous 

selection process designed to reveal how well they align with this 

vision. Many of the mentors paired with MASTER residents went 

through the program themselves, and their teaching embodies 

the instructional focus endorsed by the MASTER program. 

 While there are handbooks and materials to support mentor 

teachers in their work, the vast majority of MASTER’s mentor 

training is focused on discussion of student work and learning 

trajectories for beginning teachers. Mentor teachers receive their 

own coaching and support through multiple full-day profession-

al development sessions that begin in the spring and continue 

throughout the summer, and then quarterly throughout the year. 

New mentors attend an additional session in early fall. At these 

sessions, mentors are asked to bring evidence from their own 

classrooms, discuss it with colleagues and use this data to  
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interrogate their teaching, as well as their mentoring practice, 

and how content-specific issues play into mentoring. This is  

just one more example of how MASTER focuses centrally on the 

pedagogies of teaching math and science. 

 Finally, an important way in which MASTER residents and  

mentors carve out space to discuss specialized and pedagogical 

knowledge central to their work is in their own weekly sacred meet-

ings. Schools are busy places, and mentor teachers and residents 

found that without protecting time each week to talk, they might 

only talk in passing. Thus the construct of the sacred meeting was 

established. Each week, the sacred meeting — a protected period of 

time — is an opportunity for residents to meet with their mentor, 

their coach, or both. These meetings are remarkably content-fo-

cused. In observing one conversation between a resident and his 

mentor teacher, the discussion covered the following topics: 

• One student’s mathematical understanding

• The resident’s interpretation of specific student talk 

• Representing a mathematical idea on the board

• Foundational mathematical skills (and student performance 

data for these skills) 

• The seating chart for one class and how students could be  

arranged to maximize a teacher’s ability to support a  

struggling student

• The timing of circulating throughout the room while students 

are working and how/when to meet with specific students as 

a way to manage behavior and monitor learning.  

 The conversation was incredibly specific, grounded in data, and 

almost entirely focused on students’ learning of specific content. 

 Sacred meetings between residents, their mentors and their 

coaches also take a continuous learning stance. For example, 

when Christy and her mentor Sandra first began working to-

gether, Sandra used a low-inference transcript (LIT) to literally 

write down everything that went on while Christy taught. When 

the pair noticed they were not using this tool in their debrief and 

follow-up conversations, they decided that Sandra would tailor 

her focus. She now takes an LIT of the specific aspects of the 

lesson related to the actionable improvement goal they identify 

each week, and the two use the LIT as a data point in their weekly 

sacred meetings to strengthen Christy’s practice. 

Content-Focused Coaching
Math and science experts who operate as coaches are a key form 

of support in the MASTER model for both residents and mentor 

teachers. Science coaches are identified through the partnership 

with NYSCI, and math coaches are identified through a federal 

Investing in Innovation (i3) grant focused on standards-aligned 

mathematics teaching.6   In meetings with residents, coaches use 

a cognitive coaching model and often begin resident meetings 

with basic questions that lead to in-depth, data-driven discus-

sions about pedagogy and student learning.  

 An important role of the coach is to collaborate with men-

tor/resident pairs to identify actionable goals for residents. To 

identify goals, coaches use a coaching progression that has been 

established over the years by MASTER leadership. For example, 

a noticeable trend is that in September residents need support 

identifying concrete, specific, and measurable objectives, as well 

as pacing lessons, transitioning between activities, and learn-

ing classroom systems and structures. Coaches are encouraged 

to focus on these aspects of teaching as part of the trajectory of 

development for novice teachers during September. 

 Math and science coaches participate in monthly coach meet-

ings. In these meetings, coaches explore case studies and use 

data to discuss the progress of the cohort of residents. Meetings 

typically end by identifying actionable goals for their work with 

residents. Most often these goals focus on the pedagogical or 

specialized content knowledge residents need to continue to 

grow and develop as teachers of math and science. Residents 

must demonstrate growth over the course of the year, and coach-

es are held accountable to supporting this growth. If a resident’s 

practice doesn’t improve, coaches work together to determine the 

targeted learning and growth supports needed to strengthen his 

or her instruction.

Practice-Focused Coursework

We see Christy again at the end of the day at Hunter, where she 

is a student in a math course focused on mathematical miscon-

ceptions. Together with her classmates, she is looking at student 

work, hypothesizing about the nature of students’ errors, and 

crafting a course of action to support student learning. 

6 New Visions for public schools received an i3 Investing in Innovation grant  
from the U.S. Department of Education. More information is available here: 
http://www.newvisions.org/pages/common-core-math.
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 Over the years, the courses that residents take through Hunter 

have become increasingly aligned with the needs of teaching 

high school math and science. This wasn’t always the case. For  

example, when MASTER began, residents might have taken biol-

ogy courses designed for individuals training to receive a Ph.D. in 

biology. These courses weren’t preparing candidates for teach-

ing high school math and science. Now courses are specifically 

designed for teacher residents with a focus on their particular 

instructional and pedagogical needs, which differ from those of 

someone studying to be a bench scientist or applied mathemati-

cian. One such example of a redesigned course is a course focused 

on mathematical misconceptions. 

 In talking with course instructors and residents, it is clear that 

there are numerous advantages to practice-focused coursework. 

First, students develop a mindset that the work of teaching can 

be learned and practiced. For example, in the math misconcep-

tions course titled Challenging Concepts in Math: Using Research to 

Identify Common Misconceptions and Assess Student Learning, resi-

dents learn that the errors students are making are grounded in 

something rational and that the work of teaching is to anticipate 

and understand students’ misconceptions. Residents explained 

that they approach mathematical misconceptions differently 

as a result of taking the misconceptions course — first, they 

approach the misconception from the viewpoint that a wrong 

answer is right to the student; this shifts the work of teaching to 

try to understand students’ thinking. The math misconceptions 

course instructor believes that after residents take the course, it 

is as though they have five years of experience under their belt 

because they know what to look for and are open to hearing their 

students a little better — moving from just correcting errors to 

instead being oriented in how to explore errors as part of the 

work of teaching mathematics.   

 Hunter and MASTER have collaborated to provide coherence 

between the reality of classroom practice and course content. For 

example, the assessment course has changed dramatically over 

the years, due to a variety of influences. While the course histori-

cally focused on general issues in assessment such as validity and 

reliability as well as large-scale high stakes assessments such as 

the New York State Regents exam, Hunter kept receiving feedback 

that students wanted to learn how to collect and make use of for-

mative assessment data in their classrooms.  Now the assessment 

course is almost entirely focused on the genre of classroom-based 

formative assessments and how to use these assessments in the 

service of student learning. Hunter College has also collaborated  

with MASTER and NYSCI to redesign a biology course. While the 

course historically focused on biology content and was often 

taught by a bench scientist with no knowledge of the teacher 

education world, the course is now focused on the pedagogical 

content knowledge central to the teaching of biology and was col-

laboratively designed by a bench scientist and science educator. 

Coherence with the District’s Teaching  
and Learning Priorities 

MASTER residents teach in NYC public school classrooms every 

day for an entire year. They not only learn to teach content using 

the tools and resources they will use in their first year of teaching, 

but have daily opportunities to observe an expert teacher imple-

menting lessons using curricular materials aligned to the Com-

mon Core math and NY State science standards, and to co-plan 

and discuss lesson enactments with their mentor and coach. This 

means that after Christy learns a concept in one of her courses, 

she has the opportunity to observe how her mentor applies that 

concept in the context of the district curricular priorities, unpack 

her observations with her mentor and coach, apply the concept in 

her own lessons and instruction, and receive immediate feed-

back in order to revise and strengthen her practice.  This helps to 

ensure a high degree of coherence between how Christy learns to 

teach and the teaching and learning priorities of the district.

 The landscape of science and mathematics teaching has 

changed considerably over the past decade. Residents are  

supported in this change by having access to New York Hall 

of Science Museum resources and the New Visions a2i project 

(http://math.newvisions.org), which provides them with  

access to research-based assessments and carefully designed  

and learner-responsive formative assessment lessons in  

Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II. 

 To establish even greater coherence between district  

priorities and resident training, MASTER aligns its suite of  

resident performance assessments with New York City’s teach-

er assessment tools. Residents are formatively assessed during 

their residency year using the district tool, which is aligned with  

eight high-leverage competencies from Charlotte Danielson’s 

Framework for Teaching identified by NYCDOE. MASTER’s eval-

uation tool MASTER’s evaluation tools integrate the NYC DOE 

frameworks, as well as the CCSS and Next Generation science 

standards. In this way, MASTER recognizes that part of prepar-

ing residents for the work of teaching includes helping them 
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understand the standards to which they will be held once they 

are teachers of record. 

Conclusion

Preparing teachers for ambitious teaching in an age of account-

ability is complex, difficult work. When designing a residency 

program with multiple moving parts and partners, it can be 

challenging to create a coherent experience for residents and 

sustainable work for all involved. Although the MASTER program 

provides strong evidence that this is possible, challenges have 

manifested across three domains - teacher educator capacity, 

staffing across diverse math and science content areas, and  

negotiating the university structure. 

 Teacher educator capacity is a challenge MASTER faces 

annually. While NYSCI and New Visions residency staff collab-

orate with Hunter faculty to design new and innovative courses 

whenever possible, the coursework is ultimately tied to specific 

teacher educators. Although course outlines and materials exist 

and can be shared, when the person responsible for collaborating 

to design and implement the course isn’t the person teaching it, 

it is difficult to translate all of the knowledge that is embedded 

into the course materials into a course experience aligned to 

MASTER’s vision. Hunter College has addressed this challenge by 

building a small group of adjunct instructors who are committed 

to the residency work. The challenges of transient adjunct labor, 

however, raise another set of concerns.7  

 Staffing expert coaches across all math and science specialty 

areas is difficult. Secondary science and mathematics have many 

subspecialty areas, including biology, chemistry, earth science, 

physics, algebra, geometry, trigonometry, and calculus. A science 

coach with deep background knowledge of physics can observe a 

physics lesson differently than an earth science or biology lesson 

and is likely to be less comfortable coaching the specialized and 

pedagogical content knowledge for residents teaching outside of 

her core expertise. In an ideal world, content experts with deep 

knowledge of the specific math or science area residents teach 

would coach individual residents. However, this is not always 

possible. MASTER addresses this challenge by using science 

coach professional development to pollinate ideas across coaches 

with different areas of science expertise.  

 Negotiating the university structure can feel slow. Hunter  

College leadership noted that innovating within a university  

setting is sometimes challenging, because university policies  

can impede innovation. Hunter has changed several courses as 

part of their collaboration with MASTER, in some cases multiple 

times. However, they have made these changes without having 

to officially modify the course catalog each time. Instead they’ve 

taken advantage of existing practices in place that allow for an 

experimental course to be piloted several times before undertak-

ing full-blown curriculum changes. Hunter has also rearranged 

the order in which courses are taken, which can be a powerful  

way to shift the focus or better meet the needs of residents  

without curriculum changes. 

 Finally, Hunter leadership has had to challenge the norms of 

autonomy within the university. Course instructors often design 

and teach their course without attention to any other courses. 

However, Hunter leadership recognizes that collaboration across 

course faculty has changed the nature of residents’ experience. 

Simple things such as managing the workload by distributing  

assignment due dates or creating assignments that span more 

than one course increase resident satisfaction considerably.  

 Despite these challenges, MASTER has demonstrated nimble-

ness and innovation to meet its goal of creating a robust pipe-

line of STEM teachers for New York City. Through reimagining 

coursework so that it is practice-based, considering alternative 

pedagogies such as coursework hosted in museums, hiring 

content area coaches in addition to mentors, and looking closely 

at how the program can align with the district’s needs, MASTER 

has become a unique and model pathway into science and math 

teaching. These efforts require hard work and involve coordina-

tion among multiple stakeholders across several organizations.  

The result, however, is residents who become confident and 

capable beginning STEM teachers.

7 See Goldstene, C. (2012). The politics of contingent academic labor. Thought & 
Action: The NEA Higher Education Journal.



Developing an Authentic Partnership to 
Transform District Human Capital Pipeline

Atidal wave of change is happening in Fresno Unified Schools,” explains a career educator  

from the central-California district, the fourth largest in the state. She attributes this 

change to the Fresno Teacher Residency program (FTR), a partnership between California  

State University-Fresno (Fresno State) and Fresno Unified School District (FUSD) that emerged 

from a mutual desire to place an excellent teacher in every FUSD classroom, every day. 

An unwavering commitment to serve the students and families 

of FUSD lies at the core of the FTR partnership. Faculty who work 

at Fresno State are keenly aware that their work is in partnership 

with FUSD and in service to FUSD students. In fact, Fresno State’s 

dean makes it clear in faculty meetings, in hiring, and in collabo-

rative activities that faculty work for the students and families of 

FUSD, not the college students at Fresno State. This statement is 

not meant to be hyperbolic — of course faculty are committed to 

serving their teacher candidates — but undergirding this service 

is a steadfast commitment to ensuring that FUSD students expe-

rience excellent teachers.

 Following a brief program overview and a look at the origins 

of the FTR, this case study examines the structures, systems, and 

stances that enable this remarkable alliance to serve the Fresno 

community, listed here and examined in depth below: 

• True collaboration between stakeholders across both 

 organizations

• A cohesive approach to teacher development 

• Partner responsiveness to one another’s needs 

The FTR Program

The mission of the Fresno Teacher Residency program is to de-

velop a strong pipeline of student-ready STEM teachers for FUSD. 

FTR residents experience an intense, compressed (18-month) 

opportunity to earn a Multiple Subject credential, Foundational 

Level credential in Math or Science in the state of California, and 

STEM in grades 4-8 initiated from state level efforts to develop 

a middle grades teaching certification. While this certification 

never came to fruition, stakeholders across Fresno State and FUSD 

recognized that such a focus was central to improving student 

outcomes in math and science. The FTR’s 4-8 STEM focus spans 

grade levels that are not typically served by the same certification 

and thus forges collaborations and conversations across upper 

elementary and middle schools that might not otherwise occur. 

Additionally, the STEM focus serves as a vehicle for changing the 

way students learn in the district, especially in math and science. 

 All courses are taken as a cohort and residents are placed in 

purposefully chosen partner school sites in clusters of three or 

more. They gain teaching experience in both elementary and 

middle school — completing as many as four placements across 

the duration of the program. They receive support from both 

FUSD and Fresno State faculty who co-teach multiple courses and 

collaborate to identify data-based needs and make changes to the 

program and coursework — sometimes within days of observing 

residents’ teaching. 

 �'U�W?T�ùCSY�?QQ?SCOU�UP�NC��WFGMC�'�W?T�MC?SOGOE�UP�UC?AF��UF?U�'� 

W?T�MC?SOGOE�UP�UC?AF�GO�?�Q?SUOCSTFGQ�� notes one program graduate.  

�'O�CùCSY�AM?TT�UFCSC�W?T�?�$SCTOP�3OGāCB�?OB�$SCTOP�1U?UC�QCSTPO�

APƥUC?AFGOE�UPECUFCS��2FGT�W?T�ESC?U��@CA?VTC�WC�WCSC�APƥUC?AFGOE� 

�WGUF�PVS�NCOUPS�UC?AFCST��WFGMC�UFCY�WCSC�?MTP�MC?SOGOE�UP�APƥUC?AF�� 

Stakeholders from across the FTR program shared similar senti-

ments, making it clear that the partnership is in no way a collab-

oration �GO�O?NC�POMY�,  and that the residency is deeply ingrained 
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Forging a Partnership

In 2009, FUSD’s Human Resources (HR) department noticed that 

the district’s teacher development efforts were very fragment-

ed. From a recruitment perspective, HR had concerns about the 

human capital pipeline into FUSD, especially as California faced 

looming teacher shortages. From a structural perspective, the 

department felt that there was no one really responsible for 

ensuring a coherent approach to teacher development at the dis-

trict. Hence, the FUSD Teacher Development Office was born.

 With the creation of this office, the director of HR and her 

team began canvassing districts across the country with strate-

gic pipeline initiatives. They aimed to become a national model 

for human resources and human capital. Their investigations 

revealed that many districts with similar goals to their own had 

residency programs, embedding pre-service teacher training in 

schools and with students. These innovative, district-serving 

preparation programs, it became clear, provided a steady pipeline 

of student-ready teachers and doubled as the initial component 

of a coherent continuum of teacher development. FUSD’s HR 

team began strategic planning to launch a residency, eventually 

developing the FTR partnership.

 Fresno State: Engaging in Effective Collaboration to Impact Human Capital Pipelines
While the FTR is in many ways the most comprehensive partnership between Fresno State and a partner district, the  

university has established professional development schools and other strong, long-standing partnerships with districts  

throughout California’s Central Valley, including Sanger, Clovis, Central, Madera, and Porterville. 

These alliances work to impact the human capital pipeline into 
their affiliate school systems by preparing teachers specifically 
to work in their schools and districts. For example, in Sanger, 
candidates participate in professional learning communities 
(PLCs) alongside their mentor teachers from day one. Whereas 
candidates are expected to substitute teach while their teachers 
attend professional development in many teacher preparation 
programs, Sanger candidates are not put into this role. The 
districts’ perspective is that PLC time is important professional 
development around student learning during which teachers, 
candidates, and other stakeholders work collaboratively to ex-
plore the following four questions. 

• What do we want students to know?
• How do we know that they know it?
• How do we respond when learning doesn’t take place?
• How do we enrich the experience for students who have  

 already met standards and need additional instructional  
 experiences?

Thus, teacher preparation candidates who complete their clinical 
experience in Sanger and are hired to teach there when they 
graduate from Fresno State have the luxury of beginning their 
first year as a teacher of record knowing all the norms of the 
district and having a full year of experience working in Sanger 
classrooms. Sanger school leaders are committed to the Fresno 
State candidates training in their district. One leader notes,  
“Currently, there are 14 candidates in this cohort, and there will 
be more than 14 positions that we will be hiring for next year.  
We are investing in them knowing they are going to be a Sanger 
Unified teacher in August, with kids, in our classrooms. It’s our 
duty to begin preparing residents to be the most effective  
teacher out of the gate on day one.” 

 The commitment to teacher learning at FUSD does not stop 

with the Teacher Development Office. The entire academic team 

— from the Chief Academic Officer to the Director of Curric-

ulum and Instruction to the Director of HR — acknowledges 

that teacher preparation is a key aspect of their lattice of career 

opportunities for teachers. They recognize that if their primary 

responsibility is to provide an effective teacher in every class-

room — no matter who is on leave, or who retires throughout the 

school year — then the FTR is an effective vehicle for achieving 

this goal. This depth of commitment to teacher preparation by 

district-level leaders is unusual. Let’s now turn to explore how 

this commitment informs the structures, systems, and stances 

that enable the FTR partnership.

True Collaboration between Stakeholders 
Across Both Organizations

The partnership between FUSD and Fresno State is multi-dimen-

sional and high functioning. A major reason for this is because  

at their core, both organizations take joint responsibility for the 

resident experience, walking classrooms to understand what  

instruction looks like throughout the district, co-teaching  
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courses, and collaboratively observing residents when making 

hiring decisions. Additionally, as mentioned above, stakeholders 

at multiple levels — from classroom teachers to the superinten-

dent and dean — view high quality teacher preparation as a key 

strategy in their mission to provide FUSD students with excellent 

teachers.

Collaborative Walks
FUSD and Fresno State faculty and school leaders walk class-

rooms together every month. They observe instruction and 

discuss what they see to better understand the learning opportu-

nities FUSD students experience and the challenges teachers and 

students negotiate daily. Information gleaned from these walks 

informs the ongoing design of coursework and mentorship that 

residents receive. In teacher preparation writ large, and even in 

most residency programs, it is not common practice for district 

and university personnel to make joint, data driven decisions 

about how to shape novice teacher learning in real time. 

 The monthly walks also provide Fresno State faculty with 

exposure to district policymakers as they interact with associ-

ate superintendents and district curriculum specialists. Their 

interactions strengthen the partnership and the quality of 

instruction that happens both in FUSD classrooms and in Fresno 

State’s residency coursework — and ultimately, strengthen FTR 

resident readiness for success in the FUSD context. One current 

resident notes, “The professors are able to focus individually on each 

PD�VT��2FCY�UC?AF�VT�FPW�UP�BP�TPNCUFGOE�{�MGLC�TF?SCB�SC?BGOE��5C�

don’t teach that type of lesson until we have a good sense of how to 

BP�UF?U�UYQC�PD�UC?AFGOE��5C�?SC�MC?SOGOE�WF?U�WC�OCCB�UP�MC?SO�GO�UFC�

AVSSGAVMVN�?U�UFC�UGNC�UF?U�WC�OCCB�UP�MC?SO�GU���

Co-Taught Courses
Fresno State and FUSD work collaboratively to co-teach FTR 

courses, which many stakeholders view as the program’s biggest 

strength. Every course is co-taught by a university faculty  

member and a FUSD teacher, which allows the university to 

accomplish its goals while ensuring that the district philosophy 

and approach is front and center in each course. The model is in-

tense. It requires significant time and commitment; coordination 

is often difficult. But when it works well, the faculty member and 

teacher plan every class together and do a lot of co-teaching.  It 

also changes the work of teacher education for faculty members. 

�7PV�BPO}U�F?ùC�TVQSCNC�?VUPOPNY�PùCS�YPVS�TYMM?@VT��?OB�YPV�F?ùC�

to put your ego over to the side and really expect that you are going 

UP�MC?SO�?T�NVAF�?T�UFC�PUFCS�QCSTPO��7PV�?SCO}U�UFC�POMY�QCSTPO�WGUF�

LOPWMCBEC�GO�UFC�SPPN��� notes one seasoned Fresno State faculty 

member. The results, though, are that faculty members get to see 

the impact of their expertise in classrooms. One faculty member 

notes, “�DUCS�BPGOE�UFGT�DPS�UFSCC�YC?ST��'}N�TU?SUGOE�UP�TCC�NY�PWO�

GNQ?AU�PO�APOUCOU�?OB�QCB?EPEY�GO�UFC�BGTUSGAU�� Co-teaching helped 

make that happen. 

 When the program began, some Fresno State faculty mem-

bers expected that their course goals, objectives, and methods 

would clash with those of FUSD staff. They found, however, that 

co-teaching provides a structured opportunity to revisit instruc-

tional norms and engage in conversations focused on making 

content relevant for residents and impactful on student learning.

Shared Resident Selection and Graduate Hiring
Another way that FUSD and Fresno State work collaboratively is 

by sharing recruitment and development staff, who see can-

didates from initial recruitment to FTR through to hiring and 

beyond. When candidates apply to FTR, they apply to Fresno State 

as well as to FUSD through the Office of Human Resources. FUSD 

assists to ensure that all state-level requirements are fulfilled, 

and works closely with Fresno State’s liaison to crosscheck refer-

ences and GPAs. When initial requirements are met, candidates 

complete a 3.5-hour interview process asking them to work col-

laboratively to respond to an instructional challenge, share their 

presentation skills, answer a variety of questions, and provide a 

writing sample. The process is conducted by FTR leadership and 

includes faculty and staff from both FUSD and Fresno State. 

 FUSD also works collaboratively with Fresno State to create  

a hiring process that gives priority to FTR residents. Various 

stakeholders from both organizations observe residents in pairs 

or triads, and, using a common rubric, evaluate the potential 

of residents to receive early hiring offers in December. This 

all-hands-on-deck approach benefits everyone. It allows FTR to 

observe firsthand their successes and gaps in preparing teachers 

to teach in FUSD. It also provides occasion for stakeholders across 

both organizations to consider an individual’s transition from 

resident to teacher of record. 

 To date, this approach has shown favorable outcomes. Where-

as other districts throughout California have negotiated teaching 

shortages, FUSD has had a 99% fill rate in some of the past years; 

in the current market, the FTR and their other pipeline initia-

tives are assisting to meet the increased demand. Perhaps more 

importantly, FTR residents stay in FUSD. One school leader notes, 
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“All the research on retention has really little to do with the prepara-

UGPO��'U�F?T�TP�NVAF�UP�BP�WGUF�TVQQPSU�PD�UFC�?BNGOGTUS?UGPO��UFC� 

UC?NWPSL�{�TP�UFCY�DCCM�UF?U�BVSGOE�UFCGS�TUVBCOU�UC?AFGOE�GO�?� 

Q?SUOCSTFGQ��UFCY}ùC�NCU�AVSSGAVMVN�TQCAG?MGTUT��UFCY�LOPW�WFP� 

UP�EP�UP��WFP�UP�A?MM�UP�ECU�?OTWCST��?T�TPPO�?T�UFCY�TU?SU��

 These efforts make it clear that while true and deep collab-

oration is not always the easiest or most efficient pathway, it 

produces results that each organization could not realize alone. 

A Cohesive Approach to Teacher Development 

Before the FUSD Office of Teacher Development was established 

— and prior, even pre-dating the launch of FTR — various pro-

grams to improve teaching quality were run by different people; 

no one marshaled them in a deliberate strategy to strengthen 

overall teacher effectiveness in the district. This has changed 

dramatically over the past decade. Collectively, FUSD and Fresno 

State commit to the idea that individuals enter the profession of 

teaching as beginners and engage in ongoing professional learn-

ing over time to strengthen their craft, knowledge, skills and 

effectiveness in the FUSD context. 

Preparation for the Fresno Context 
An early step taken to increase coherence in FTR resident  

development was to align the FUSD’s high priority competencies 

for teaching and learning with the competencies taught at the 

university. Prior to the launch of FTR, first year teachers out of 

Fresno State were often put in the position of making meaning 

from this misalignment. The partners worked to integrate the 

FUSD competencies throughout FTR coursework. This mutual 

commitment to preparing residents specifically for the FUSD 

context, both instructionally and operationally, is a key asset  

of the partnership. 

 As they complete their various placements, residents come  

to know FUSD’s systems and norms. One graduate explains, 

“There are multiple reasons why I felt more prepared for teaching  

F?ùGOE�EPOC�UFSPVEF�UFC�$20�� CA?VTC�WC�MC?SOCB�PO�UFC�ESPVOB�GO�

$SCTOP�AM?TTSPPNT�?OB�TAFPPMT��WC�LOPW�UFC�TYTUCNT�?OB�TUSVAUVSCT�

{�CùCO�UFC�?ASPOYNT����MPU�PD�UFC�āSTU�YC?S�UC?AFCST�'�WPSL�WGUF�F?ùC�

OP�GBC?�FPW�UP�VTC�9$31";�QSPES?NT�DPS�UFCGS�@COCāU��5FCO�'�TU?SUCB�

UC?AFGOE��GU�BGBO}U�DCCM�MGLC�'�F?B�?�@S?OB�OCW�JP@�WFCSC�'�F?B�OP�GBC?�

WF?U�UP�BP���

Multiple Placements Across Elementary and  
Middle School
Recall that FUSD chose to develop a residency focused on grade 

4-8 STEM teaching even after the state abandoned plans to  

develop a 4-8 teaching certification. As a result, residents com-

plete placements in both upper elementary and middle school 

classrooms. One resident reported that upon starting her second 

placement in a 4th grade classroom after completing her first in 

a 6th grade classroom, she was able to see the deep connections 

between learning fractions in grade 4 and understanding ratio 

in grade 6. Having the opportunity to work across traditionally 

separated spaces (elementary and middle school) allows residents 

to understand learning trajectories that are typically not observed 

by candidates — and teachers — who work in either elementary 

or middle school, but not both. Thus, the focus on grades 4-8 ef-

fectively prepares residents for placement at multiple grade levels 

and provides opportunities to understand firsthand the trajectory 

of development of key mathematics standards over time.

Learning Happens in Cohorts
As stated earlier, residents are typically placed with one or more 

of their peers in the same school. This allows them to rely upon 

and support one another, while providing additional assistance 

to the FUSD schools that need them. And the FTR cohort place-

ments do not stop with the residency year. This is a key compo-

nent of program’s strategy to maintain coherence as residents 

evolve as FUSD teachers. The district leverages the cohort place-

ment model during resident hiring to provide additional support 

to first year teachers. For example, in one turnaround middle 

school, the entire 7th grade science team was strategically hired 

as a cohort of three FTR graduates. The principal used this as one 

strategy for turning around his school, specifically the nature 

and quality of science instruction. 

Professional Development As a Stance
While some districts view teacher professional development as 

an activity, FUSD and Fresno State treat it as a stance; profes-

sionals in FUSD and Fresno State are always learning.  The FTR 

allows both partners to manifest this stance in practice. The FTR 

ecosystem strengthens instructional capacity and student learn-

ing across the district by uniting Fresno State methods professors 

with FUSD leaders and coaches as co-teachers. Residents are 
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taught how to teach math in a manner that is inquiry-based and 

Common Core aligned  — an instructional approach that FUSD 

has been striving towards over the past several years.  This is  

one example of how FTR serves as a vehicle for instruction-

al change in the district. Residents’ eagerness to implement 

inquiry-based mathematics teaching makes its way into FUSD 

classrooms. In fact, mentor teachers’ anecdotal reports of their 

classroom level data suggest that residents have taught men-

tor teachers a tremendous amount about Common Core aligned 

mathematics teaching — perhaps a greater amount than in more 

formal district professional development on the topic. 

 A commitment to residents’ professional learning does not 

end with graduation day. FTR graduates have an ongoing rela-

tionship with the university beyond their residency year. They 

are supported with monthly professional learning sessions and 

ongoing support. Fresno State staff regularly visit graduate 

classrooms; informally, if someone is doing something exciting, 

Fresno faculty spreads the word and suddenly the classroom is 

packed with visitors.  

Partner Responsiveness to  
One Another’s Needs 

According to the Dean of Fresno State’s Kremen School of  

Education, the ultimate clients of the college — and by default, 

all faculty members who work with the FTR program — are 

the students, families, and communities of FUSD. But in their 

partnership work, FUSD and Fresno State are responsive to one 

another’s needs, working to understand what each organization 

hopes to accomplish through the residency and other partner-

ships, as well as how they might help each other achieve  

respective and shared goals. One FUSD leader explains it in  

this way:  “The trust and depth of understanding of one another’s 

WPSL�GT�GNQPSU?OU��'�OPW�SC?MMY�VOBCSTU?OB�WF?U�UFC�VOGùCSTGUY�BPCT�

UFSPVEF�UFCGS�TYTUCN��2FCY�SC?MMY�VOBCSTU?OB�?MM�UFC�UFGOET�WC�F?ùC� 

UP�BP�UFSPVEF�PVS�TYTUCN�� Y�SC?MMY�VOBCSTU?OBGOE�UF?U�{�FC?SGOE� 

that — and not ever using it as a reason not to drive to what we all 

LOPW�GT�UFC�ùGTGPO�UF?U�WC�TCU�UPECUFCS�{�'�UFGOL�UF?U}T�?�@GE�BC?M�� 

2FC�TLGMM��USVTU��?OB�BCQUF�PD�VOBCSTU?OBGOE�GT�FCMQGOE�VT�NPùC�UP� 

UFGT�ESC?U�QM?AC���

 Honoring the needs of each organization also happens on a 

small scale, demonstrating that the little things matter. For  

example, Fresno State restructured the academic year for  

residents, starting the calendar two weeks prior to the start  

of the traditional semester so that residents have time to plan 

with the entire team they will be working with throughout the 

school year. This positions residents as co-teachers in front of 

their students and as school-wide colleagues on day one. The 

payoff for this has been principal buy-in and loyalty, and eager-

ness to continue hosting residents and hiring FTR graduates.

Conclusion

The partnership between FUSD and Fresno State has brought 

many positive outcomes for both organizations. The residency 

program has begun to change the landscape of pedagogy in FUSD 

schools, and bi-monthly partnership meetings result in dialogue 

between district leadership and faculty members that extends 

beyond bettering the opportunities for pre-service teachers. 

The work between these two organizations demonstrates that 

a true partnership is not just about teaching courses in a class-

room or off-campus in locations throughout the district. One 

faculty member explains, “Just teaching a class out at a school site 

BPCTO}U�N?LC�GU�?�Q?SUOCSTFGQ��5C�W?OU�UP�@C�PVU�GO�UFC�TAFPPMT�PO�?�

SCEVM?S�@?TGT�DPS�PUFCS�UFGOET��5C�BP�CN@CBBCB�AM?TTSPPN�QSPDCTTGPO?M�

development where we are in classrooms with teachers doing problem 

TPMùGOE�?OB�N?LGOE�GOTUSVAUGPO?M�BCAGTGPOT�?OB�GOUCSùGCWGOE�LGBT���MM�

PD�VT�N?LC�AFPGACT�UP�BP�UF?U�?T�Q?SU�PD�PVS�WPSL��'U}T�TP�GNQPSU?OU�GD�WC�

W?OU�UP�N?LC�WF?U�WC�BP�GO�UFC�QSPES?N�SCMCù?OU��?OB�FCMQ�GU�UP�DPTUCS�

SC?M�AF?OEC��

 Finally, the FUSD and Fresno State collaboration reveals that 

the partners do not fear failure. They prototype and take risks 

together; they try new things and work to unpack challenges, 

even when the work requires negotiating complex university or 

district systems. They accomplish this by keeping a constant  

focus on their shared vision of having an excellent teacher in 

every FUSD classroom. When the team gets caught up in all the 

reasons they might not be able to do something, they remind 

themselves to keep moving forward toward what they know is 

right and just for the students and families of Fresno.  
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